Westlake Reed Leskosky

promotes the following individuals in recognition of their design and technical excellence, superior execution, and business administration that enhance the firm’s fully integrated services and thought leadership.

Omar Hawit, PE, LEED AP
Associate Principal, Manager of Mechanical Engineering
Washington, DC
Joined WRL: Nov. 2009 | California Polytechnic State University, Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Omar contributes to signature projects for cultural, government, and university clients and the firm's sustainable design and public web site www.recool.com. His leadership serves local ASHRAE, IBPSA, and organizations such as Future Cities, Discover Engineering, National Engineering Week, Hands on DC and DC Green Schools, for which he was awarded regional ASHRAE Flicker of Light.
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Matthew A. Janiak, AIA, LEED AP
Principal, Project Designer/Director
Cleveland
Joined WRL: Dec 1998 | Kent State University, Bachelor of Architecture and Bachelor of Science
Matt leads and is responsible for the day-to-day operations of Westlake Reed Leskosky’s Cleveland Studio. In his tenure with the firm, he has led a variety of complex, diverse and award-winning work, including historic restoration, performing arts facilities, museums, medical, secondary and higher education projects, for clients including GSA, PlayhouseSquare, and Oberlin College.

Peter W. Rutti, AIA
Principal, Director of Design Phoenix Studio
Phoenix
Joined WRL: Jun 2012 | University of California LA, Master of Architecture; University of Arizona, Bachelor of Architecture
Peter advances the design studio culture and portfolio in Phoenix, fostering collaboration and inspiring design; bringing his academic involvement and a specialty on high profile performing arts that resonate with audiences and communities, from Colorado’s Avalon Theatre to cultural projects in Beijing and Shanghai.
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Ruth Albertelli, RA, CSI, CCS
Associate Principal, Director of Specifications
Cleveland
Joined WRL: 2001 | Ohio State University, Master of Architecture; University of Dayton, Bachelor of Science
Ruth, firm-wide Director of Specifications, is recognized for her commitment to Quality Assurance, technical guidance and integration on sustainable and creative environments, and significant work for clients including the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland and GSA, such as the LEED Platinum renovation of the Aspinall Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse in Colorado.

David M. Combs, AIA
Associate Principal, Project Director
Phoenix
Joined WRL: Sep 2007 | Ball State University, Bachelor of Architecture and Bachelor of Environmental Science
David applies his diverse professional experience spanning the entire spectrum of the design and construction industry, and ensures design and technical excellence for complex projects including a cultural arts project in Gabon, Africa, and various healthcare facilities for clients such as the Veterans Administration.

Christopher B. Tilton, LC, LEED AP, Assoc. IALD
Associate Principal, Lighting Designer, Theatrical Specialist
Cleveland
Joined WRL: 2011 | Virginia Tech, Bachelor of Arts in Theatre Arts, Emphasis Lighting and Technical Theatre
Chris employs an open-minded approach to integrated design, fusing applied experience and technical expertise into thoughtful design solutions for performing and cultural arts, public assembly, academic, institutional, and government venues. Chris’ passion drives his commitment to projects large and small, with recent clients throughout the USA, as well as Gabon, Taiwan, and China.

Patrick James Hyland, Jr., AIA, LEED AP
Associate Principal, Architect
Cleveland
Joined WRL: 1997/2004 | Yale University, Master of Architecture; Pennsylvania State University, Bachelor of Architecture
Patrick delivers successful planning and design to significant clientele such as Pro Football Hall of Fame, Cleveland Browns and premier academic institutions as Penn State and Mount Union, and develops thought leadership initiatives through educational presentations to professional organizations such as the Society for College and University Planning.

Jason A. Majerus, PE, CEM, CxA, LEED AP
Associate Principal, Lead Mechanical Engineer
Cleveland
BD+C
Joined WRL: Jun 2013 | Syracuse University, Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering
Jason enhances the firm's integrated design approach through his mechanical engineering design leadership, diverse experience including project design, energy analysis, specifications, construction administration and commissioning, and his development of protocols and staff.
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Todd Mayher, RA
Associate, Project Director/Project Architect
Cleveland
Joined WRL: Dec 2007 | Kent State University, Master of Architecture, Master of Business Administration, Bachelor of Science in Architecture

Dana O. Foerster, AIA
Associate, Architect
Cleveland
Joined WRL: Aug 2005 | Kent State University, Master of Architecture, Bachelor of Arts

George Sen-Chen Lin, PE, LEED AP BD+C, CSI CDT
Associate, Electrical Engineer
Washington, DC
Joined WRL: Aug 2011 | Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Bachelor of Science Electrical Engineering

Christopher Loeser, RA
Associate, Architect
Cleveland
Joined WRL: May 2008 | Kent State University, Master of Architecture, Bachelor of Science in Architecture

Todd Mayher, RA
Associate, Project Director/Project Architect
Cleveland
Joined WRL: Dec 2007 | Kent State University, Master of Architecture; Miami University, Bachelor of Arts

Brant P. Miller, RA, LEED AP MBA
Associate, Architect
Cleveland
Joined WRL: May 2011 | Kent State University, Master of Architecture, Master of Business Administration, Bachelor of Science in Architecture

Dana is noted for his skills at investigating and conveying design, including the application of BIM within integrated project delivery, as well as his work on award-winning projects including Cleveland Museum of Art Gartner Auditorium, and Cleveland Clinic’s Twinsburg and Hillcrest facilities.

George’s excellence in electrical engineering design enhances signature cultural and governmental projects including the American Revolution Museum of Yorktown, IDIQ for the Architect of the Capitol, and VA Community Living Center projects in Erie, PA and Martinsburg, West VA.

Katherine Ritzmann, RA, LEED Green Assoc.
Associate, Project Architect
Cleveland
Joined WRL: Sep 2010 | Kent State University, Masters of Architecture and, Bachelor of Science in Architecture; University of Virginia, Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics

Diane Bartlett, CPA
Chief Financial Officer
Cleveland
Joined WRL: Nov. 2010 | University of Kentucky, Bachelor of Science

Diane is noted for his skills at investigating and conveying design, including the application of BIM within integrated project delivery, as well as his work on award-winning projects including Cleveland Museum of Art Gartner Auditorium, and Cleveland Clinic’s Twinsburg and Hillcrest facilities.

George’s excellence in electrical engineering design enhances signature cultural and governmental projects including the American Revolution Museum of Yorktown, IDIQ for the Architect of the Capitol, and VA Community Living Center projects in Erie, PA and Martinsburg, West VA.

Katherine’s passion for design processes results in achievements and involvements from project conception and graphic representation to completion, including work on award-winning commissions and competitions for clients including Oberlin College, Slippery Rock University, and Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Museum.

Diane brings accounting team leadership to the firm’s financial and corporate fiscal management, with proactive strategies for fiscal performance and linking financial and accounting initiatives to organizational goals. She applies a strong background in project accounting and employee retirement and benefits, as well as experience with service organizations and public accounting.